n a number of situations, there is strong evidence that people do not translate readily available information into the knowledge that would help them make better decisions. For example, people may choose a health insurance plan that costs $500 per year more in premiums in order to obtain a deductible that is $250 lower-despite having access to open enrollment booklets containing relevant information (Handel 2013; Bhargava, Loewenstein, and Sydnor 2017) . People buy branded drugs over equivalent but less-expensive generics (Bronnenberg, Dubé, Gentzkow, and Shapiro 2015) even though information printed on the package reveals their equivalence. Investors pay a range of fees for investing in S&P 500 index funds-and index funds with higher fees have meaningful market shares (Hortaçsu and Syverson 2004). Consumers appear to demand the wrong cell phone plans given their previous usage patterns (Grubb and Osborne 2015) .
processing, but it incorporates realistic assumptions on how paying attention to or processing information is costly (Stigler 1961; McCall 1970; Caplin and Dean 2015; Sims 2003; Woodford 2012; Gabaix 2014) .
The second camp deals with "mental gaps" or psychological distortions in information-gathering, attention, and processing. A consumer in the insurance exchange may neglect important information in selecting plans even if this information is readily available, perhaps from using an incorrect model, (for example, Schwartzstein 2014) or overweighting salient plan features (for example, Shleifer 2012, 2013; Ko szegi and Szeidl 2012) . This camp emphasizes how, for a variety of reasons, there is a gap between what people think and what they should rationally think given costs. The categories of frictions and mental gaps are not mutally exclusive or exhaustive, but are intended as a broad classification of approaches that researchers take to studying poorly informed choice.
Most empirical research on frictions or mental gaps assumes that one mechanism dominates, without explicit consideration of possible alternatives, or doesn't try to specify the precise underlying mechanism. A primary reason is that, even with extensive data, it can be very difficult in a number of contexts to identify the source of apparent mistakes. For example, a researcher who observes that consumers of health insurance fail to switch to more valuable options over time may have a hard time distinguishing possible explanations including 1) high time costs of search and switching or 2) incorrect views of how likely product values are to change over time. When researchers assume that one specific mechanism underlies poorly informed choices, but cannot credibly distinguish between that mechanism and others, spurious conclusions often follow.
Beyond specifying the extent of and reason for poorly informed choices, a further goal of the literature is to investigate the consumer welfare (henceforth "welfare") impacts of policies in environments where consumers make such choices. When is it important for policy assessments to distinguish between the underlying mechanisms? We define two classes of policies. An allocation policy directly allocates (or strongly steers) consumers to specific actions. To assess the welfare impact of an allocation policy, it is sufficient to identify the combined effect of frictions and mental gaps empirically. A mechanism policy instead targets specific mechanisms, where policy predictions depend critically on understanding relative magnitudes of different frictions and mental gaps.
1 This classification may require some judgment to apply, but is intended to highlight factors to keep in mind. Our discussion largely focuses on counterfactual policies, by which we mean policies that are hard to evaluate empirically before implementing them, but we will also touch on the case of policies that can more easily be studied in action. 1 The contrast between mechanism and allocation policies is not the same as the distinction between nudges and traditional policy instruments as introduced by Thaler and Sunstein (2009) and analyzed in detail by Farhi and Gabaix (2017) . Many nudges, such as reminders, could be viewed as mechanism policies that target "behavioral" mechanisms, like forgetfulness, but we will view others, such as defaults, as allocation policies.
We begin by describing evidence across contexts in which consumers are not using important information. We then outline key frictions and mental gaps that could matter in these contexts. While many empirical papers describe their findings as related to one specific friction or mental gap, they typically provide little evidence to distinguish between mechanisms. After spelling out this key issue, we turn to three related questions. First, what can we say about the magnitude of frictions and mental gaps when we are uncertain about the mechanism? Second, how can we empirically distinguish the mechanisms? Third, for which policy questions is it sufficient to understand magnitudes and for which is it important to distinguish mechanisms?
Some Examples of Information that People Do Not Use
There is a substantial body of research documenting situations and consequences of people not using readily available information. Table 1 provides examples from the domain of health, and Table 2 provides a broader set of examples. Most of these papers do not attempt to distinguish, explicitly or implicitly, between reasons for not using information.
Consumer Ignorance and Misinformation in Health Markets
Consider a scenario: You have a headache, go to a pharmacy, and choose Advil over store-branded medication containing ibuprofen-which is the same active ingredient contained in Advil. This type of choice is common. Bronnenberg et al. (2015) find that the average consumer chooses national headache-remedy brands over chemically equivalent store-brand alternatives 26 percent of the time. What's going on? At a broad level, consumer misinformation appears to be a factor. Bronnenberg et al. find that pharmacists choose national headache-remedy brands over store-brand alternatives only 9 percent of the time, and nonexpert consumers are presumably less knowledgeable about active ingredients and relative safety. A subset of Nielson panelists were asked to name the active ingredient in national headache remedies. The average respondent answered 59 percent of these questions correctly, compared to over 85 percent for nurses, pharmacists, and doctors. Having this knowledge is highly positively associated with purchasing the store brand, as is reporting a belief that store brands are "just as safe" as national brands. This evidence strongly suggests that a lack of knowledge contributes to nonexpert consumers' demand for national brands. But the evidence has less to say about why consumers are misinformed.
Other papers documenting mistakes in the health treatment decisions of consumers likewise do not typically attempt to identify the causes or domains of misinformation. Pauly and Blavin (2008) and Baicker, Mullainathan, and Schwartzstein (2015) summarize evidence that people have a systematic propensity to under-or overuse certain treatments at the margin. For example, Choudhry et al. (2011) document that many recent heart attack victims do not adhere to drug Handel and Kolstad (2015b) "Uninformed" consumers leave substantial dollars on table when "over-choosing" generous insurance coverage, relative to "informed" consumers.
Consumers who think (incorrectly) that more generous coverage gives them access to generous providers are willing to pay much more (~$2,300) for that coverage.
Frictions: Search costs lead to limited information; information processing costs lead to poor evaluations of plan characteristics.
Mental gaps: Mistaken beliefs about important ways plans differ; neglect of key plan characteristics. Bhargava, Loewenstein, and Sydnor (2017) In active choices, consumers frequently choose dominated plans from menu of 48 insurance options at large employer, losing $300-$400 on average.
Experiments show better choices in simplified choice environments and in environments with plan characteristics information.
Frictions: Search costs to find or explore plan options.
Mental gaps:
People have limited insurance competence, not understanding the mapping between plan characteristics (for example, deductibles) and payoff-relevant outcomes. Handel (2013) Consumer inertia leads to thousands of $ in financial losses (~$2,000) in insurance plan choice.
Consumers choose dominated health plans with high frequency when possible to do so.
Frictions: Switching costs (from search, information processing, etc.); rational inattention to plan choice.
Consumers don't recognize potential benefits from switching, having wrong priors about plan changes over time (for example, not realizing that plans may become financially dominated); lack of competency in evaluating premiums relative to plan characteristics; neglect of certain key plan features. Gruber (2011, 2016); Ho, Hogan, and Scott Morton (2017) ; Ketcham, Lucarelli, and Powers (2015) Consumers leave money on the table in initial Medicare Part D choices, on average ~$300 per consumer.
Consumers exhibit substantial inertia, leading to additional monetary losses.
Health treatment
Bronnenberg, Dubé, Gentzgow, and Shapiro (2015) Experts (pharmacists and medical professionals) are less likely to pay extra for branded headache-remedy drugs relative to generic (bioequivalent) alternatives.
Frictions: Information processing or search costs lead to unawareness of bio-equivalent alternatives.
Mental gaps: People don't know which ingredients to focus on or realize that generic equivalents might be available; wrong priors about generic equivalence. Pauly and Blavin (2008); Baicker, Mullainathan, and Schwartzstein (2015) ; Choudhry et al.
Health insurees seemingly underuse valuable treatments for chronic diseases.
In such cases, health insurees' adherence is quite sensitive to copay changes.
Frictions: Information gathering and processing costs are too high for insurees to recognize the value of these treatments.
Mental gaps: People do not know how to assess the value of treatments.
regimens aimed at preventing future heart attacks at regular copay levels, but show in a large-scale field experiment that eliminating copays for these drugs substantially boosts adherence and improves clinical outcomes. Baicker, Mullainathan, and Schwartzstein (2015) argue that it is difficult to rationalize such examples in a framework where consumers accurately trade off health benefits against the copay. Others argue that consumer misinformation is likely a key reason why consumers act as if they misweight treatment benefits (for example, Pauly and Blavin 2008) . These findings have important policy implications: in many cases, when consumers make poor health choices it both increases long-run health costs and reduces consumer health, and everyone loses. How should policymakers use the evidence in these studies, or work to produce evidence in future studies, when considering different interventions to improve health care decisions? Another set of examples comes from consumers' choices of health insurance plans. Handel (2013) analyzes this choice assuming that consumers have a bias toward inertia, modeled as costs from switching plans, but have rational expectations about their own health risk and full information about the plan options available. The paper estimates a switching cost of approximately $2,000 in the population. Many consumers leaving that much money on the table earn low incomes and have families, heightening the consequences. Handel acknowledges that the estimated switching cost likely reflects a range of underlying mechanisms, including true switching costs, search costs, and miscalibrated beliefs. Ho, Hogan, and Scott Morton (2017) model inertia using rational inattention as opposed to switching costs. They also find substantial inertia, modeled as a high cost of paying attention to the choice environment, with substantial negative consequences across the board for seniors. These two papers with similar data and identification assume distinct mechanisms underlying inertia, without teaching us which mechanism carries greater weight in the decision process. Table 2 provides a few examples outside the health care arena. In one example, Hanna, Mullainathan, and Schwartzstein (2014) develop and test a model of technological learning. Focusing here on the empirical exercise, they study the knowledge, practices, and impact of a knowledge intervention on a community of Indonesian farmers who had a lot of experience: they farmed seaweed on average for 18 years with many cycles in each year. Seaweed is farmed by attaching strands of seaweed (or "pods") on lines submerged into the ocean, where many factors could affect yield. Local nongovernment organizations suggested that these farmers' practices tend to be far from the productivity frontier, a fact supported by Hanna et al.'s experimental estimates. Further, this appears to stem from farmers not understanding key relationships between input choices and yield. Farmers did precise things and had clear opinions on most dimensions: the length of their line, the distance between pods, the distance between lines, and the cycle length. But they did not have a clear opinion on their pod size (a truly important input dimension, according to Hanna et al.'s estimates): around 85 percent did not know the size they use and would not Seaweed farmers persistently neglect an important input dimension (pod size).
Consumer Ignorance and Misinformation in Other Domains
They respond to an intervention that filled in knowledge gaps.
Frictions: Learning potentially payoffrelevant relationships is costly.
Mental gaps: Farmers started with wrong beliefs about which inputs mattered.
Financial investments
Hortaçsu and Syverson (2004) There is significant price dispersion in S&P 500 index funds (financially undifferentiated products).
Higher-fee funds have meaningful market shares.
Frictions: Large search costs to find prices or products; switching costs across firms. Advertising investment is associated with these poor choices. Choi, Laibson, and Madrian (2010) Consumers leave significant sums of money on the table by choosing high-fee index funds. Experiment shows this is not because of nonportfolio features and also is not primarily the result of search costs. Consumers with lower financial literacy are more likely to make mistakes, and often even have a sense they are making mistakes. Madrian and Shea (2001) Consumers exhibit substantial inertia in their choice of 401(k) investments and are highly sensitive to default investment settings. Grubb and Osborne (2015) Consumers demand cell phone plans as if they underestimate the variance of future calling minutes. Consumers appear inattentive to past usage within a plan month, making usage alerts valuable.
Cellular phones
Frictions: Keeping track of usage is costly; switching costs in plan choice. Mental gaps: People underestimate the likelihood of using enough minutes to incur fees.
Energy

Allcott and Taubinsky
Providing information on energy cost savings boosts demand for energy-efficient lightbulbs.
Frictions: Search costs for finding relevant product information.
Mental gaps: People may be biased towards believing the upfront price is most important; people may focus too little on future costs. Ito, Ida, and Tanaka (2016) ; Jessoe and Rapson (2014) Consumers choose electricity tariffs that are bad for them as well as for society. Experiment shows that information provision helps reverse some of the poor decisions, but not a significant portion of them. High-frequency information provision makes consumers significantly better in responding to time-varying electricity tariffs and builds habits whereby consumers adjust behavior in the medium to long run even in the absence of information.
Frictions: Search costs of finding relevant electricity tariff information; switching costs of switching electricity plans; adjustment costs of changing electricity consumption in response to price fluctuations. Mental gaps: People may have low literacy in evaluating complex multipart electricity tariffs, or realtime electricity pricing; people may believe that information is hard to obtain when it is in fact easy to obtain.
give an opinion on the optimal size. This lack of opinion appeared to translate into a lack of measurement: Each farmer had substantial variation in pod size within his own plot (which in theory he could learn from). The failure to optimize pod size appeared to meaningfully reduce farmers' output and income.
In household finance, Hortaçsu and Syverson (2004) show that consumers frequently purchase higher-fee S&P 500 index funds as if they do not know of the existence of lower-fee funds that will provide essentially equivalent returns. The authors pose a model with consumer search frictions and assume that these search costs are responsible for the low-value options consumers end up choosing. Madrian and Shea (2001) study 401(k) decisions of many employees at a large firm and show that a shift in the default policy for how contributions are matched and invested has a substantial impact on consumers' investment strategies. Choi, Laibson, and Madrian (2010) dive into the mechanisms behind why individuals invest in index funds that do not minimize fees and show that this continues to hold when search costs are removed and is not explained by nonportfolio services. Hastings, Hortaçsu, and Syverson (2017) show that consumers in Mexico are heavily persuaded by advertising and pay substantial fees since the public pension system was privatized in the 1990s. These papers show broadly that consumers often leave a lot of money on the table in this domain, arguably because of misinformation, but still only scratch the surface of determining precisely why. Table 2 highlights several other examples. Consumers act as if they do not know the features of certain options, such as the energy cost savings associated with energy-efficient lightbulbs (Allcott and Taubinsky 2015) . They act as if they do not know add-on prices such as the sales taxes and shipping costs associated with consumer products (Chetty, Looney, and Kroft 2009; Brown, Hossain, and Morgan 2010) . They act as if they do not know basic features of income tax schedules, such as marginal tax rates at current income levels (for example, Rees-Jones and Taubinsky 2016). They act as if they do not know information about their own behavior, like the number of cell-phone plan minutes they have used within a plan month (Grubb and Osborne 2015) .
Discussion
While we have focused on a subset of markets, the evidence suggests that researchers would find that consumers face similar challenges in markets that have not yet been studied empirically, whether because of a lack of data or because it is difficult for researchers to assess mistakes in a given context. For example, it is simpler as a researcher to study branded versus generic drugs, which are chemically equivalent, than it is to study decisions where consumer heterogeneity is more important. But the finding that consumers overpurchase branded drugs suggests that consumers make misinformed choices in a variety of similar contexts. Likewise, the documented difficulties consumers have in choosing health insurance and financial products suggest that they also likely experience similar difficulties in choosing other complex financial products, such as life insurance, car insurance, credit cards, or loans.
As Tables 1 and 2 illustrate, "not knowing" in many of these examples could arise from a range of mechanisms. To think about how we might go about trying to distinguish between them (and the situations in which doing so is more or less important), it is useful to elaborate on what these mechanisms might be.
Possible Mechanisms
To help spell out possible mechanisms, consider the following framework. A person wishes to choose an action that maximizes utility. For example, the person could be choosing between health insurance plans, or between branded or generic drugs, or inputs to production that yield utility-relevant outcomes. This person faces uncertainty about the optimal action, such as uncertainty about prices, attributes of options, or the relationship between the action and outcome. However, the person can gather and process information that helps resolve this uncertainty. We'll simplify this discussion by collectively referring to the process of gathering and processing data as "attending to data."
In this setting, as one example, the person chooses a health insurance plan given attended-to information on prices and features of plans. Any strategy for attending to information includes a probabilistic distribution over information the person ultimately processes, and induces some potential cost to the person in terms of time and effort. The person should trade off the expected benefits of attending to information, b, against the costs of attending, c, thereby attending if b > c. In a number of settings, the benefits b of attending appear to be large, but the person doesn't seem to be attending to information. What could be going on?
The cost frictions framework says the costs of attending, c, must be large as well. For example, a consumer shopping in an insurance exchange may have correct beliefs about the distribution of prices in the market but incur cost (time and hassle) in finding and exploring each option in the choice set. Or the consumer may have all information on the insurance choice easily available but may not want to do the full calculation on expected costs given the nonlinear contract or health risk because it is too complex or time consuming. Models focusing on cost frictions in gathering, attending to, and integrating information include McCall (1970) , Sims (2003) , Gabaix (2014), and Woodford (2012) .
But this isn't the only possibility. In the alternative mental gaps view, the person may misweight the benefits to attending, using some b ˆ ≠ b in evaluating whether to attend, because important features of the problem are not at the top of the mind. For example, the consumer in a health insurance exchange may mistakenly believe the benefits from searching or attending to information about different options is low when in fact there is substantial price dispersion (or there have been substantial changes to the market). Alternatively, in considering employer plans, the consumer may believe that it is important to focus on the size of provider networks when instead the focus should be on deductibles and premiums. Similarly, a seaweed farmer may not appreciate that pod size matters much for yield. Models focusing on mental gaps in gathering, attending to, and integrating information include and Gagnon-Bartsch, Rabin, and Schwartzstein (2017) . Recent laboratory experiments by Enke and Zimmerman (2017) and Enke (2017) explore mental gaps in some detail, as well as de-biasing strategies. Closely related for our purposes are models where a person overreacts to certain salient features of a problem, such as differences in deductibles. Models focusing on systematic errors in integrating information include Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer (2013) , Ko szegi and Szeidl (2012) , and Bushong, Rabin, and Schwartzstein (2017) .
While not a focus of this article, there are several other possibilities for why people might act as if they are not attending to important information, even when Table 3 presents a more detailed look at the frictions and mental gaps mechanisms together with examples from the literature, more carefully decomposing the choice process into stages when barriers to acquiring and optimally using information arise. Some of the examples discussed earlier arguably reflect either mostly frictions or mostly mental gaps. But turning back to Tables 1 and 2 , the final column illustrates how many of the examples discussed earlier are consistent with both. Consider the Bronnenberg et al. (2015) branded versus generic drugs example. Cost frictions could be at play: it may be costly to find the generic alternative on the store shelf or to learn about active ingredients. Mental gaps may also play a role: people may not appreciate that generic alternatives to headache remedies are available or believe that chemical equivalence between the products is a possibility worth exploring. Distinguishing between mechanisms in examples such as these requires a more nuanced approach.
Empirical Approaches to the Magnitude of and Reasons for Error
This section discusses empirical approaches for studying environments where cost frictions and mental gaps are present. In this discussion, we will assume that we are considering situations where such frictions and gaps are the primary drivers of the wedge between choices people "should" make and choices they in fact make.
Total Impact on Demand
A range of empirical work seeks to identify the demand curve that represents consumers' actual choices separately from the demand curve in a frictionless environment with fully rational consumers, which is called the "welfare-relevant" curve. Understanding and estimating the wedge between these two demand curves is sufficient for a variety of important policy questions (Mullainathan, Schwartzstein, and Congdon 2012) . Again, we will equate "welfare" with consumer welfare throughout our discussion. Figure 1 illustrates the demand curve and the welfare-relevant valuation curve for a hypothetical product. The welfare curve is defined conditional on the demand curve, such that the value of the welfare curve shown at any point reflects the average value for marginal consumers on the demand curve at a given quantity level.
2 The wedge between them represents the case where demand is higher than in a rational frictionless environment, leading to over-purchasing in an allocative sense. Each of 2 For simplicity, we will refer to the "demand curve" and "welfare curve" as the key sufficient objects. For certain policy cases, discussed in more depth in the next section, the researcher will also want to understand heterogeneity conditional on a given level of demand in order to use these objects to evaluate policies where consumers may have heterogeneous responses-for example, to taxes or subsidies that may not be equally salient for everyone. the frictions or mental gaps described in the previous section could contribute to this wedge. Recent empirical research highlights several different options for identifying both the demand and welfare-relevant valuation curve in a given environment. A first empirical strategy estimates a demand curve for experts and a separate demand curve for nonexperts based on the assumption that the demand curve for experts represents the demand curve in a rational frictionless world for experts and nonexperts, conditional on a range of observables. In a study mentioned earlier, Bronnenberg et al. (2015) take this approach in studying demand for generic drugs relative to their branded counterparts. When they have quantified the wedge between true demand (of nonexperts) and the welfare-relevant valuation (of experts) for branded versus generic drugs, they can then use this calculation as an input into a welfare analysis of various policies that shift consumers towards generic drugs.
A second approach to identifying this wedge, based on a similar intuition, uses a survey that separates informed from uninformed consumers. The underlying assumption is that informed consumers as measured by the survey make rational full information choices in the context of a neoclassical expected utility model.
Figure 1 Demand versus Welfare-Relevant Valuation
Notes: This figure illustrates empirical approaches that seek to identify observed demand, including frictions and mental gaps, from the welfare-relevant valuation curve, which in some contexts is equivalent to the demand curve for fully informed, frictionless, and bias-free consumers. The welfare-relevant valuation curve gives what true experienced product values would be for consumers at a given level of demand. The wedge between the demand and welfare curve can be due to a range of underlying mechanisms (for example frictions and/or mental gaps) and there are several identification approaches used in the literature to identify this gap. BDGS stands for Bronnenberg et al., HK for Handel and Kolstad, and AT for Allcott and Taubinsky. WTP is "willingness to pay." One can then quantify the wedge between the demand for informed and uninformed consumers. Handel and Kolstad (2015b) take this approach in seeking to understand why consumers under-purchase high-deductible health plans in a largeemployer health insurance context. A third approach involves using a randomized trial to create a class of wellinformed consumers, who can then be compared to others. Allcott and Taubinsky (2015) take this approach in studying the demand for energy-efficient lightbulbs, which seem to be under-purchased relative to both their value for a given individual and relative to their social value (given the externalities imposed by inefficient energy consumption). They assume that consumers in the treatment group are "fully de-biased"-that is, equivalent to the rational frictionless experts and fully informed consumers in the previous two methods. Under this assumption, the demand curve for treated consumers represents the welfare-relevant value curve for all consumers conditional on key observable factors, while actual demand including mental gaps and frictions can be estimated using the control group.
These three approaches differ in the assumptions required to identify welfare-relevant valuation separately from demand. 3 The first strategy (comparing acknowledged experts to nonexperts) is probably the most robust approach of the three, assuming that experts can be appropriately differentiated. Here, the assumptions are that for experts the cost of attention c is relatively low and the perceived benefits to attention are similar to the actual benefits, b ˆ ≈ b. The second approach (using a survey to identify informed and uninformed consumers) presumes that informed consumers have similar preferences to uninformed consumers (conditional on detailed observables), but because they are better informed, they are able to accurately link those preferences to choices. One weakness of this approach relative to the first approach is that eliciting preferences and information sets via survey can introduce well-known issues of measurement error (for discussion, see Bertrand and Mullainathan 2001) . A weakness of both approaches is that experts (or informed consumers) who look similar to nonexperts (or uninformed consumers) on observable characteristics may be different on unobservable characteristics.
The third, "de-biasing experiment," approach assumes that the treatment gives a consumer the expertise necessary to operate as a rational frictionless agent (through better calibrating their estimates of benefits b ˆ or by reducing costs c ). The assumptions in this approach are likely the strongest of those needed across the three approaches; indeed, in some cases, the "de-biasing" may even overshoot the true demand curve for reasons argued by Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer (2015) . This approach assumes that the intervention causes expertise in a domain, rather than measuring it (survey) or verifying it (occupation data). Of course, experiments can be combined with detailed surveys to assess the level of information or biases a consumer has, potentially improving on approaches that use one method or the other.
All three of these approaches assume that a constellation of cost frictions and mental gaps drive the wedge between choices people "should" make and choices they do make. Along with biases specifically related to information, other biases may also be at play in some of the decisions studied, such as present-bias (Laibson 1997; O'Donoghue and Rabin 1999) . Greater knowledge of the mechanism(s) driving the wedge in a particular application can bolster confidence in estimates of its size.
Empirical Identification of Specific Mechanisms
The majority of papers that seek to estimate a wedge between demand and welfare curves suggest a specific mechanism that may have caused the wedge, but rarely test their suggested explanation against other possible explanations. For example, a paper that estimates search, switching, or attentional costs typically models a consumer with beliefs closely tied to a rational beliefs framework who incurs costs to acquire key information and improve choices (for example, Hortaçsu and Syverson 2004; Handel 2013 ). While such papers acknowledge that other factors could also drive poorly informed choices, typically these other factors are not explicitly included in the model. A range of other papers, which are typically less-structural, alternatively allow consumers to make mistakes but largely abstract from more traditional search or processing costs that a social planner might not want consumers to incur (for example, Baicker, Mullainathan, and Schwartzstein 2015) .
Distinguishing between the potential mechanisms can provide a more precise characterization of demand versus welfare-relevant value in environments and enable more accurate predictions of policy impacts, but may also require additional data or empirical assumptions. Researchers have used several approaches to differentiate empirically between competing mechanisms. The first uses theoretically motivated assumptions in the context of structural models to test hypotheses about underlying mechanisms: for example, Malmendier and Lee (2011) use this approach to study why some consumers pay more for an item in an eBay auction than they would in a simultaneous fixed-price offering. They test for whether a combination of price uncertainty and switching costs can explain these patterns and argue that the data are inconsistent with this mechanism, implying that some additional mental gap must be a partial cause of these mistakes. 4 One feature of these and other structural approaches (for example, Grubb and Osborne 2015; Barseghyan, Molinari, O'Donoghue, and Teitelbaum 2013) is that they can distinguish between a specific set of potential mental gaps or frictions but must maintain assumptions about other gaps and frictions to do so. Ultimately, the credibility of each approach rests on how reasonable these assumptions are in the context of the specific environment being studied. A second approach used more informally in the literature is to choose one specific mechanism to represent the set of frictions and biases, but then to use calibration arguments to argue that this mechanism is unlikely to explain the entire wedge between demand and welfare-relevant value. For example, Handel's (2013) model of health plan choice assumes that inertia-in which consumers stay with their previous plan even after the elements of the plan have shifted-might result from consumer switching costs. But the size of the switching costs needed to produce this result are estimated to be approximately $2,000. Based on typical values of time costs and some intuition about consumer valuation, this cost seems "too large." The author uses this observation to discuss other potential explanations for inertia in switching between insurance plans, such as biased beliefs and inattention.
A third option is to use survey data to elicit responses about different frictions or mental gaps. For example, Handel and Kolstad (2015b) ask questions about information on a range of dimensions to assess the contribution of different kinds of limited information to demand for health plans. They show, for example, that a lack of information about provider networks has a large impact on demand for high-deductible plans. Their primary structural framework includes indicators for limited information in a reduced-form way, and an alternative framework (presented in an appendix) structurally links indicators of limited information to biased beliefs about certain plan dimensions. Hanna, Mullainathan, and Schwartzstein (2014) similarly combine survey and behavioral data to differentiate between some reasons why seaweed farmers' practices are seemingly off the production possibilities frontier. While classical explanations would likely involve frictions to informationgathering-for example, perhaps due to costs of experimentation-the data instead suggest that farmers were not paying attention to key input dimensions in their own activities. As discussed above, a vast majority could not answer questions about their own practices with regard to key inputs.
A fourth option is to use "mechanism experiments" (Ludwig, Kling, and Mullainathan 2011) to understand the relative impacts of different frictions or biases. Bhargava, Loewenstein, and Sydnor (2017) explore the quality of individuals' health insurance decisions, and reasons for what appear to be mistakes, by analyzing data from an employer where employees choose from large menus of insurance plan options. They find that a majority of employees choose health insurance plans that are financially dominated: For example, an employee might pay $500 more in annual premiums to reduce the deductible from $1,000 to $750. One natural hypothesis is that consumers choose financially dominated options because search is difficult and consumers do not know that financially dominating options are available. But evidence from follow-up experiments suggests a basic error may be even more important: many consumers do not appear to know how to map insurance plan features into final wealth outcomes. In a follow-up survey done using the Qualtrics online survey platform, 66 percent of participants choose a financially dominated plan even when the presentation of options was highly simplified to include four options that only varied in deductible and premium. On the other hand, in another follow-up experiment, this time on Amazon Mechanical Turk, clarifying the relationship between various premium and deductible combinations and total health costs reduced the fraction of participants choosing dominated plans from 48 to 18 percent. Further, those with higher measured understanding of health insurance concepts in this experiment were less likely to choose dominated plans.
When Do We Care Why?
In contexts where consumers appear to leave a lot of money on the table, an obvious accompaniment to looking at the welfare losses is to consider counterfactual public policies, which by definition are out-of-sample. For example, in the health insurance exchanges set up under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, it is very costly to change regulations related to consumer choice environments (for example, specifying a set of allowable contracts, web designs, or ways in which benefits are represented) and useful to predict impacts of potential new policies.
As you recall, allocation policies directly allocate (or strongly steer) consumers to specific actions, and so the underlying cause of the error is unlikely to matter much for policy analysis. Mechanism policies instead target specific mechanisms, and so the underlying cause of the consumer error will matter for analysis of that type of policy. While these definitions are not intended to be mutually exclusive or exhaustive, they are intended to broadly frame policies as those that either do or do not strongly interact with the mechanism underlying poorly informed choices.
Allocation Policies
Regulations that remove specific poor options from choice sets, force or nudge consumers into certain better products, or use targeted default options are all examples of allocation policies. Traditional price instruments, such as taxes and subsidies (assuming consumer awareness of those taxes and subsidies) can also be allocation policies. For allocation policies, knowing the precise mechanism behind poorly informed choices is arguably less important than knowing the existence and magnitude of the consumer error. Table 4 provides examples of some allocation policies. One example in health insurance markets is plan regulation that restricts the actuarial value of plans that insurers can offer in the market. Exchanges set up under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 allow insurers to offer plans in four tiers of actuarial value: 60, 70, 80, and 90 percent of expected healthcare costs. Consider potential policies that either 1) raise the minimum allowable coverage to 70 percent actuarial value or 2) reduce the maximum allowable coverage to 80 percent actuarial value. Though there are some potential equilibrium pricing consequences that result from such regulation, the first-order effect is likely to shift an entire population of consumers either up or down in terms of coverage generosity. The welfare implications could be assessed if the demand curve and welfare curve for one coverage tier relative to another are identified, without appealing to the specific mechanisms driving the wedge between these curves. Handel and Kolstad (2015b) study a similar example where a large employer shifts from offering multiple insurance options to just one option, a high-deductible plan. The authors are able to assess the welfare implications of such a move after identifying the relevant demand and 
Health insurance
Market regulation in Affordable Care Act regarding plan design, like minimum costsharing, or structure of cost-sharing.
Regulation of minimum networks and covered services.
Changes to default insurance options or processes (for example, targeted defaults).
Choice-framing in insurance markets through web design and information display.
Education campaigns to promote insurance literacy.
Availability of aggregate and disaggregate information on insurer networks.
Standardized representation of insurance plans.
Health care services
Mandatory generic substitution for drugs.
Changing medical guidelines to induce changes in default treatments for patients.
Value-based cost-sharing.
Information pamphlets and posting about equivalence of brand and generic drugs.
Choice framing for brand versus generic drugs.
Shared decision making for difficult medical decisions.
Information provision on costs or outcomes of medical services.
Financial investment
Fee regulation eliminating plans with certain types of hidden fees.
Default options in 401(k) choices.
Education campaigns promoting financial literacy.
Standardized display of key fund features.
Improvements to search tools.
Energy-efficient products
Regulation on level of energy efficiency required for products.
Taxing energy-inefficient products or subsidizing efficient products.
Education about the value energy efficiency can provide financially.
Education about the impacts of energy efficiency on the environment.
Agricultural production
Subsidizing or directly distributing inputs like fertilizer.
Agricultural extension, outreach, and education.
School choice
Changes to the default options or the steering inherent in the choice mechanism.
Limiting the set of available schools.
Information provision about school-choice mechanism, or school options.
Changes to the complexity of the mechanism.
welfare curves prior to this forced switch. Because most employers offer only one insurance plan, and many switch their plans over time, forced choice is especially relevant in that market. In health care services more broadly, a number of states have implemented mandatory generic substitution laws, which essentially require mandatory substitution from brand drugs to generic equivalents except in certain exceptional circumstances. Work like Bronnenberg et al. (2015) that identifies the demand curve and welfare curve for purchases of brand versus equivalent generic drugs can help predict the welfare effects of such a policy. In the domain of over-the-counter drugs, where consumers may have more discretion than for prescribed drugs, the estimates of Bronnenberg et al. also inform how we might want to tax branded drugs or subsidize generic drugs. In health treatment markets, Baicker, Mullainathan, and Schwartzstein (2015) argue that knowing the extent to which people on the price margin are underusing certain treatments (for example, drugs to prevent future heart attacks) is enough to conclude that it would be welfare-enhancing to reduce prices, even without knowing exactly what leads to such underuse. Table 4 lists examples of allocation policies related to financial investments, energy-efficient products, agricultural production, and school choice. Across these sectors, and the others already discussed, we include default policies that strongly influence the allocation of consumers to products as a borderline case of allocation policies. For example, Madrian and Shea (2001) and follow-up work illustrate how changing the default choice of whether one is automatically enrolled in a retirement savings program powerfully affects the extent of consumer savings. While the effect of defaults of course depends somewhat on the mechanism that drives a wedge between the demand curve and the welfare curve, arguably it is broadly independent of precise details of this mechanism. Table 4 includes a number of other contexts where default policies are likely to be close in spirit to allocation policies. Figure 2 illustrates the welfare implications of an allocation policy in the context of a market for a commodity. For example, assume that the purchase decision studied is the case where consumers are considering whether to buy a brand drug or a generic drug, but that consumers on average are biased towards purchasing a brand drug, relative to actual benefits. The demand curve represents the relative revealed preference for a brand drug relative to a generic drug, as a function of price, while the welfare curve represents the distribution of the actual welfare-relevant relative value for fully informed, frictionless, and bias-free consumers. The cost curve represents the higher social marginal cost of the brand drug, perhaps in this case because of advertising.
The figure illustrates the welfare effects of an allocation policy that allocates all consumers to the generic counterpart of a branded drug. Consumers who had been purchasing branded drugs, but for whom the actual relative value of the branded drug is much lower, have a large welfare gain. But the figure also allows for the possibility that some subset of consumers loses from this allocation policy: even if all consumers have the same bias towards purchasing branded drugs, as the figure posits, some subset might still value the branded drug above its relative marginal cost. This could, for example, be a case where consumers have a placebo effect induced by advertising for a branded drug, or just gain utility from purchasing a heavily advertised product. This figure underscores that in order to predict the welfare effect of an allocation policy, assessing heterogeneity in perceived value (demand), actual value, and the overall extent of frictions or mental gaps are crucial, while differentiating between specific frictions and mental gaps may be less important.
The distinctions in Figure 2 should be viewed as approximations. In some empirical contexts the data and identification strategy for determining the wedge between demand and welfare-relevant demand do not allow for tight estimates. Relatedly, the definition of an allocation policy is one of degree. Clearly, mandatory generic substitution moves consumers to generic drugs in a way that leaves little room for consumer mental gaps or frictions to affect the outcome of the policy. However, the identified demand and value curves may not be sufficient for studying a tax or subsidy policy if, for example, taxes and subsidies are not particularly "salient" for some consumers (Chetty, Looney, and Kroft 2009) . To evaluate such policies, the researcher needs to analyze heterogeneous consumer responses, which may be a function of underlying mechanisms (Taubinsky and Rees-Jones forthcoming). Notes: This figure illustrates the welfare impact of an allocation policy that restricts the quantity consumed to zero in a market where there is a wedge between demand and welfare-relevant valuation, as a result of frictions and/or mental gaps. The figure applies to the simple case of a competitive market for two products with constant marginal costs, for example, as in the Bronnenberg et al. (2015) case of consumers who consider whether to purchase a brand drug or a generic equivalent. In that case, the demand and welfare curves reflect the relative willingness-to-pay and valuation for a brand drug compared to its generic counterpart, and quantity reflects the amount of the branded drug consumed.
Mechanism Policies
Mechanism policies target specific frictions or mental gaps. For example, sending a consumer a targeted message with choice-relevant information may effectively promote better outcomes if information availability or search costs were the first-order problem, but will be ineffective if the information were always readily available and mental gaps having to do with using or processing that information are more material. Table 4 also lists some examples of mechanism policies. In health insurance markets, for example, these include standardized representation of insurance plans (Ericson and Starc 2016) , education campaigns to promote insurance literacy, choice-framing via specific choice orderings and web designs, or intensive targeted information provision (Kling, Mullainathan, Shafir, Vermeulen, and Wrobel 2012; Handel and Kolstad 2015a) . Table 4 also lists some policies related to energy, school choice, and agricultural production. In order to predict the effects of policies that target a specific information-related friction or mental gap, it is necessary to identify the role that mechanism plays in driving choices and potential mistakes. As discussed earlier, this can be quite difficult, usually requiring either multi-arm experiments, comprehensive linked surveys that target information acquisition and processing issues, or natural experiments linked with structural assumptions about these microfoundations. Figure 3 illustrates the welfare impact of a mechanism policy. For simplicity, the figure assumes that the mechanism policy impacts all consumers evenly, though this Notes: This figure shows the impact of a mechanism policy, for example one that provides information to consumers about the relative value of branded drugs compared to generic drugs. It shows the case where the policy has a homogeneous impact on all consumers, shifting them part-way towards the true welfare curve from the demand curve. CE stands for competitive equilibrium. is unlikely to be the case in reality. One can imagine this example as representing the case of information provision for the relative quality of branded drugs versus generics, which would likely reduce the relative demand of some consumers for branded drugs. The figure illustrates the demand impact of this policy, assuming that limited information is one reason, but not the entire explanation, for the wedge between demand and welfare-relevant valuation.
The figure shows the potential pitfalls of using a mechanism policy, like a helicopter drop of information, without having a good sense of the mechanism beforehand. First, the policy may not be very effective: in this case, if information frictions are but one of several frictions and mental gaps, then the drop in demand from the policy is small relative to the drop if the policy truly eliminated all frictions and mental gaps. Second, if the policy used to remove frictions and fill in mental gaps was also used in earlier research to measure the magnitude of frictions and mental gaps, then the results could seriously understate the benefits from trying hard to eliminate all frictions and gaps. Third, if the demand curve under the policy is mistakenly viewed as the welfare curve, then not only will we understate the potential welfare gains from an ideal policy, we will understate the welfare gains from this policy. A given fall in demand from an information drop may appear to barely raise welfare not only because the fall is small, but because this small effect could mislead researchers to infer that people were making good choices to begin with.
In many cases-such as with providing information, making an interface simpler, or encouraging the consumer to make an active choice-it is useful to remember that even policies that seem blunt or obvious may not necessarily target the relevant mechanisms.
An additional key issue in mechanism policies is the extent to which changing the nature of consumer engagement with the choice process causes them to incur additional costs. For example, a policy that reduces consumer information processing costs-for example, via standardized presentation of product attributesmay have multiple effects: 1) help consumers make better choices; 2) cause them to devote more time to the choice process; and 3) incur more processing costs than before as a result of this increased engagement. A more straightforward example is a policy that encourages active choices (Carroll, Choi, Laibson, Madrian, and Metrick 2009 ). For such policies, it is important not only to understand how those policies might improve outcomes (as shown in Figure 3 ) but also to understand how the costs incurred during the choice process change (and Figure 3 abstracts from that change).
The above policy discussion comes from the perspective of an analyst who seeks to evaluate the likely impacts of a counterfactual policy, whether that policy is an allocation or mechanism policy. It is also possible to evaluate the welfare impacts of a mechanism policy without identifying the exact underlying mechanisms in the case where the empirical analyst can both separate true consumer value from willingness-to-pay and also evaluate the positive impacts of a mechanism policy on choices. In this case, the researcher can use the techniques described (like comparisons of experts versus nonexperts) to identify value from demand, and can use these fundamentals together with the empirical implementation of a policy to assess its welfare impacts. This can be an efficient way to evaluate mechanism policies when testing these policies is simple and cheap, and when there is a clear way to identify true value from willingness-to-pay in the empirical environment.
Discussion
Rapid improvements in the depth and scope of data available to empirical research have fueled a wave of recent research on the extent to which consumers leave meaningful value on the table as a result of frictions and mental gaps. Policymakers have used this research to motivate a wide range of policies, including setting default options, influencing or constraining choice sets, providing information, standardizing products, and promoting active choices.
Yet there is much weaker evidence on which mechanisms are most important in given contexts. Many research articles explicitly model one mechanism as the key friction or mental gap and assume away all other potential explanations. This is typically done for simplicity and for exposition: it is often useful for researchers to act as if one mechanism were the true mechanism even if there is little in the data to distinguish it from other potential mechanisms. Such articles often discuss other potential mechanisms as alternative explanations but don't consider them in depth.
Our main goal in this article is to highlight this issue and investigate how to deal with it in empirical work and policy analysis. Economists sometimes have an intuition that nudges are more conservative than traditional policy instruments when we are uncertain about the mechanism underlying poor choices (Thaler and Sunstein 2009 ). In contrast, we emphasize a way that blunter allocation policies may actually be conservative: for allocation policies, it is less important to understand the precise mechanisms leading to consumer mistakes than to estimate the wedge between demand and welfare. A growing literature uses survey data, data on experts, and "de-biasing" experiments to identify this wedge and to illustrate its implications for different policies.
The ability to characterize the impacts of allocation policies more easily means that policymakers may have a more precise assessment of those policies, not necessarily that those policies are preferable. The direct intervention of allocation policies is a blunt instrument that may ignore heterogeneity in consumer preferences and the valuable role that informed consumers play in causing the market to provide the best possible products at the lowest possible prices.
More targeted mechanism policies may be better or more politically palatable. However, to evaluate the potential effects of these policies, it is crucial to understand which specific mechanisms lead to consumer mistakes in the first place. While noting the paucity of such evidence across important contexts, we highlighted some promising approaches. As data depth and scope improve, empirically disentangling mechanisms in a given context will become increasingly viable.
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